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Abstract.  We discuss the impact of locally implemented behavi0ur in 
a federation of object-oriented databases. In particular, given a specifi- 
cation of an integrated view of a number of component databases, we 
discuss the process of determining the global methods that are implic- 
itly implemented by a given set of local methods on these component 
databases. To this end, we develop the notions of objectivity and sub- 
jecti~i~y of local methods, indicating whether the execution of a local 
method affects the global view exactly as it affects the local database, 
behaviour equivalences between local methods, indicating whether local 
methods of different components have similar effect, and behaviour con- 
currences, indicating whether local methods respond to the same event. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

So far, database interoperation research has focused on the structural aspects of 
data integration. Even though the use of an object-oriented data model as the 
canonical model for interoperation has been widely advocated [6], attention for 
the extended structural modelling capabilities of such models has overshadowed 
their behavioural aspects. That is, object-oriented multidatabase management 
systems generally do not present object methods other than those implementing 
generic query and transaction facilities to a global user, in spite of the fact that 
component databases may have implemented application-specific methods with 
their local objects. In this paper, we investigate to what extent such locally 
defined methods can be incorporated in the global object view definition. It 
would be attractive to offer global applications a global method interface with 
comparable functionality. Such global methods, however, are virtual in the sense 
that they are implemented by calling the appropriate local methods at (multiple) 
component databases. 

1.1 Approaches  to behav iour  in da tabase  in te ropera t ion  

Many types of research can be regarded as somehow addressing behaviour in the 
context of database interoperation. We discuss three of them here. 

In [3], Bertino et al. distinguished between structural and operational map- 
pings. It was argued that operational mapping is a good alternative if a structural 
mapping cannot be achieved, for example if one of the systems to be integrated 
is not a DBMS. A global user is then presented with a set of operations rather 
than an integrated schema. In contrast, in this paper we discuss behavioural 
issues that arise once a structural integration has been performed. 

Another idea is to use semantical information provided by method definitions 
to guide the process of schema integration [8]. Although this is an interesting 
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approach, in this paper we assume an integrated view has been defined, and 
consider the resulting global impact of local methods. 

Behaviour sharing [5] occurs when a remote component offers additional ser- 
vices for local objects. For example, a remote method PostScriptDoc.Display 0 
is executed on a local object o:VLDBPaper. The attention for semantical issues is 
restricted in that discrepancies among overlapping types and object sets are not 
considered. Moreover, no specification of methods other than their signature is 
considered. 

1.2 Our  approach:  M e t h o d  r e u s e  

In our approach, integration of methods is treated using exactly the paradigm 
that is usual in structural database integration [7]. That is, a set of methods 
defined on the component data structures is assumed; these methods have been 
implemented autonomously and cannot be changed. We then concentrate on the 
following question: Given a definition of an integrated view of a set of interop- 
erable databases, each of which is equipped with a set of local methods, what is 
the set of methods applicable to the integrated view? 

We show how local behaviour specifications can be adapted to suit the global 
level through a process called conformation (Section 3), and discuss the ap- 
plicability of local methods at the global level using the notions of objective 
vs. subjective local methods (Section 4). Subsequently, in Section 5 we use the 
notion of behaviour equivalence to determine globally applicable methods. In Sec- 
tion 6 we then introduce the idea of behaviour concurrence to express the fact 
that different methods may respond to the same event. As a context for discus- 
sion, we use the database interoperation methodology first described in [9], and 
summarised in Section 2. We believe that the relevance of the topics discussed 
in this paper goes beyond the specific methodology used here, however. 

We use the behaviour specification possibilities offered by the object-oriented 
database specification language TM [1]. In TM, methods are specified in a 
functional manner, using a computationally complete data manipulation lan- 
guage. We assume a fully-fledged TM-specification of the interoperable compo- 
nent databases exists. Since database interoperation is concerned with so-cailed 
legacy systems, we need to obtain TM-specifications from existing behaviour im- 
plementations through reverse engineering. This was the subject of our previous 
work [11]: 

2 S t r u c t u r a l  I n t e g r a t i o n  

We discuss structural integration in the context of the following example that is 
used throughout this paper. 

Example: Joint concessions We consider the case of two oil companies Comp1 and 
r that are about to create a joint venture to coordinate their exploitation of a set 
of oil fields in a certain region. Some of the concessions to exploit fields in this area 
are already shared by the companies. To implement the coordination, an integrated 
view of both parties' well databases, in which information about oil wells and their 
production is kept, is built. Compl's database is defined as follows (we list only data 
structures here; methods are introduced throughout upcoming sections). 

C l a s s  Field 

a t t r i b u t e s  n a m e  : s t r i n g  e s t s i z e  : rea l  v a l u e  : rea l  
e x p p r o d u c t i o n  : real  we l l s  : PWel l  

e n d  Field 
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C l a s s  D ; n e r  
a t t r i b u t e s  n a m e  : string 
end Owner 

Class Well 
a t t r i b u t e s  n a m e  : s t r i n g  

type : s t r i n g  
end Well 

Class  Point 
a t t r i b u t e s  x : r ea l  
end Point 

f ie lds  : FField 

cos t  : r ea l  l o c a t i o n  : P o i n t  
nrholes : i n t e g e r  l i f e t i m e  : i n t e g e r  

y : rea l  

This database is to be virtually integrated with the following database from Comp2. 
To a large degree, the databases are similar, but naming conventions and structural 
representations differ slightly. Moreover, this database describes Only production wells, 
whereas Compl describes wells in general. 

Class Concession 
a t t r i b u t e s  n a m e  : s t r i n g  p r i ce  : rea l  e x p p r o d u c t i o n  : r ea l  

e s t s i z e  : r ea l  q u a l i t y  : i n t e g e r  wells  : PProdNe11 
e n d  Concession 

Class  ProdWel l  
a t t r i b u t e s  n a m e  : s t r i n g  c u r r p r o d u c t i o n  : rea l  x : r ea l  

y : r e a l  c o s t  : rea l  n rho l e s  : i n t e g e r  
e n d  ProdWel l  

C l a s s  ConcHolder 
a t t r i b u t e s  n a m e  : s t r i n g  c o n c e s s i o n s  : Pgoncession 
end ConcHolder 

2 . 1  S p e c i f i c a t i o n  o f  i n t e g r a t i o n  

W e  assume that  before behaviour integration is performed, a structural integra- 
tion has been defined. Here we use our integration specification methodology 
from [9]. This methodology is instance-based in that  it considers objects rather 
than classes to be an appropriate unit of integration. In short, the motivation 
for our approach is the argument that  in absence of a common semantical con- 
text, it is more feasible for disparate sources to agree on relationships among the 
specific real-world objects that  they describe, than to agree on the semantics of 
possible classifications for those objects. 

The methodology requires the specification of object comparison rules and 
property equivalence assertions. Object comparison rules define conditions under 
which any of the following relationships hold between a remote object O' and a 
local object O or class C: 

- I d e n t i t y .  O and O' represent the same real world object. This is represented 
as Eq(O', 0). 

- St r i c t  s imi l a r i t y .  O' would locally be classified under C. This is represented 
as Sim(O', C). 

- A p p r o x i m a t e  s imi l a r i ty .  Locally C U {0 '}  would be considered a mean- 
ingful, more general class C".  This is represented as Sim(O', C, C"). 

- D e s c r i p t i v i t y .  Locally O' is considered a set of values S describing an object 
O" which is identical to a local object O or similar to a local class C. This 
is represented as Eq( O', O.S) or Sim( O', C.S). 

- C o n s t i t u e n c y .  Locally O' is seen as a constituent of O; 0 and O' describe 
different levels of aggregation. This is represented as Aggr(O, 0'). 

Property equivalence assertions describe description overlap ~ in local and 
remote types of related objects. These assertions are of the form 
propeq( C.p, C'.p', c f , cf ' ,  dr), where: 
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- p,p' are basic or derived local and remote properties, respectively, 
- cf,  c f '  are conversion ]unctions mapping the domains of p and p' to a com- 

mon domain D, and 
- df : D x D -+ D is a decision ]unction which determines a global value for the 

property given possibly different local and remote values. We require that for 
each decision function dr, Va 6 D[df(a, a) = a. In our view, functions such as 
sum used e.g. in [4] define derived global properties rather than determining 
values for equivalent local and remote properties. 

The structural integration specification for our example is given below. It is not 
intended to illustrate structural integration is full, for a more complete discussion 
refer to [9]. We use predefined conversion functions such as id, the identity 
function, and decision functions such as trust, which assigns a specific database 
as the primary source for a property's value. 

Eq(O:Field, O':Concession) +-O.name = O'.name 
S~m( O':Concessi on,F ield) 
Eq(O:Owaer, O':ConcHolder) ~-O.name=O'.nazne 
Sim( O' :ConcHolder,f~ner) 
Eq(O:We11, O':ProclWell) *-- O.location.x=eq O'.x AO.location.y=,q O'.y 
Sim(O:We11, ProdWe11) *-- O.type = ~production' 
Sim( O' :ProdWell, Well) 
Eq(O:Point,,O':ProdWell.{x,y}) ~-O.x=eq O'.x AO.y=e~ O'.y 
Sim( O:Point,O' :ProdWell.{x,y}) 

propeq(F ield.name, Concession.name, id, id~ any) 
propeq(Field.expproduction, Concession.expproduction, id, BarrelsToGallons, aug) 
propeq(Field.value, Concession.price, id, DollarsToPounds, any) 
propeq(Field.estsize, Concession.estsize, id, id, trust(Compl)) 
propeq( Owaer.fields, ConcHolder.concessions, id, id, union) 
propeq( Omaer.nazne, ConcHolder.name, id, id, any) 
propeq(Well.narae, Prodwell.name, id, id, any) 
propeq(Well.location, ProdWell.( x j  ), id, CoordConver~, any) 
propeq(Well.cost, PradWell.cost, id, DollarsToPounds, avg) 
propeq(Well.nrholes, ProdWell.nrholes, id, id, any) 

where =eq is defined as equality modulo domain conversion. As indicated by 
the specification, it is assumed that Well and ProdWell that have the same lo- 
cation (modulo a coordinate conversion to account for the different coordinate 
systems used by Compl and Comp2) represent the same real world object. More- 
over, Well objects whose type is 'production' are regarded to be strictly similar 
to ProdWell-objects of Comp2. 

2.2 Confo rma t ion  and merg ing  

As a result of a specification as defined above, an integrated or global view of the 
local and the remote database can be constructed. This construction is a two-step 
process of conformation and merging analogous to the two steps distinguished for 
schema integration in [2]. Our discussion here is necessarily brief; the interested 
reader is referred to [9]. 

C o n f o r m a t i o n  In the conformation step, the local and remote database are 
brought into a common semantical context, so that they can be merged. This 
involves the settling of object-value conflicts resulting from descriptivity relations 
between objects. This is done by creating virtual objects from values and/or 
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casting objects into property values describing other objects. In our example, 
the description of a well location as an (x,y) value pair describing a well or as a 
separate Point  object must be conformed. We here assume that this is done by 
creating virtual ViztPoint-objects  from the ( x,y ) values of ProdWell. 

Equivalent local and remote properties p and p~ are turned into conforming 
propert ies  pc and p~ by assigning them identical names and converting them 
to identical domains. Examples include the renaming of 'price' to 'value', the 
conversion of production figures to a common unit, and the choice for a common 
coordinate system to describe well locations. 

M erg ing  In the merging step, objects between which an equivalence relation- 
ship has been determined, are merged into a single global object. Equivalent 
properties are merged into an integrated property and assigned to the integrated 
class hierarchy. Moreover, the value of global properties is determined from the 
conformed local and remote ones, using a decision function where applicable. 

3 Conformation of Method Specifications 

The two phases of conformation and merging are applicable to the reuse ap- 
proach to method integration as well. In this section we discuss the conforma- 
tion of method specifications. A conformed method specification is a description 
of locally implemented functionality in global terms (see Figure 1). Note that 
a conformed method specification itself is not implemented directly, but can be 
executed by calling the locally implemented method. 

Specification 

Fig. 1. Method conformation 

3.1 T rans fo rma t ion  t ypes  

We distinguish two types of transformations applied during the conformation 
phase. 

- S t ruc tura l  t rans format ions  ~ are used to resolve objects versus value conflicts 
and naming conflicts. Given a property p in the local database, a(p)  returns 
the corresponding property in the conformed database. 

- Value t rans format ions  v are used to conform the domain of equivalent prop- 
erties. Given a value x of a property p in the local database, vp(z) returns 
the corresponding value of ~(p). 
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Example Consider the property ProdWe11.x. To conform the use of position coordi- 
nates, the x and y values of ProdWell are transformed into seParate Virtpo• 
Hence a(ProdWell.x):ProdWell.location.x. Moreover, coordinate values of ProdWell 
are converted to account for the different coordinate systems used by Comp1 and Comp2 
using the function ~rodW.~z.= = CoordConvert. Thus, CoordConvert(ProdWell.x) re- 
turns the value of the conformed property ProdWell.location.x. D 

3.2 O b t a i n i n g  c o n f o r m e d  m e t h o d  s p e c i f i c a t i o n s  

To obtain conformed method  specifications, we first note that  local methods 
themselves are value t ransformations,  i.e. local methods do not change the struc- 
ture of the database.  

Given a method  specification ~ : D B  ~ DB ' ,  its conformed form is a map-  
ping A : cr(DB) ~ a ( D B ' ) .  I t  is obtained from the specification of ~ as follows. 

1. An lhs-reference to a proper ty  p is replaced by vp-l(a(p)).  
2. An rhs-reference (assignment~ of a value x to a proper ty  p is replaced by an 

assignment of vp(z) to ~(p). 

See also Figure 2. Typically, specifications thus obtained can be rewrit ten to 
more elegant ones using distr ibutive and other propert ies  of vp w.r.t. 6. 

. . . .  ..... / 

Fig. 2. lhs and rhs conformation 

Example Consider the following method specification. 

ob jec t  u p d a t e  m e t h o d  for Concession 
Depreciate(in p: real)= 

if price>p 
then self  excep t  price=price-p 
else se l f  excep t  price=O 
endi f  

This method acts upon the 'price' property of the Concession-objects in the local 
database state only. According to the structural integration specification, the following 
transformations in the conformation phase are relevant to this method specification: 
(1) cr here consists of the renaming of the property 'price' to 'value' (a structural 
transformation) ; (2) vp~ice is the conversion function DollarsToPounds. Thus, the 
conformed method specification describing the transformation A would be 

ob jec t  u p d a t e  m e t h o d  for Concession 
Depreciate(in p: real)= 

if  Pounds To Dollars( value) ~ p 
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t h e n  se l f  except  value--DollarsToPounds(PoundsToDollars(value)-p) 
else  se l f  except  value=DollarsToPounds(O) 
e n d i f  

This specification can be simplified using the distribution property of DollarsToPounds 
over subtraction and the knowledge that DollarsToPounds preserves order. The speci- 
fication can be rewritten, yielding: 

objec t  u p d a t e  m e t h o d  for Concession 
Depreciate(in p: real)= 

if  value> Dollars ToPounds(p) 
t h e n  se l f  except  value=value-DollarsToPounds(p) 
else  se l f  excep t  value=0 
e n d i f  J 

[] 

4 Objectivity and Subjectivity 

4.1 A p p l i c a b i l i t y  o f  loca l  m e t h o d s  

Even though expressed in global terms, a conformed method specification is not 
necessarily a correct specification of the result of the execution of a local method 
on the global state. 

Example As a simple example, consider the local method 

object  u p d a t e  m e t h o d  for Field 
Newl~esources(in am: real)= 

self  excep t  expproduction--expproduction + am 

Conformation leaves the specification of this method unaffected. However, if this 
method is applied to a local object O, the state of the global object ~) representing O is 
not affected accordingly, as according to the structural integration specification there 
may exist a remote object O' : Concession such that Eq(O, 0'). The 'expproduction'- 
value of 6 is then defined as the average of the 'expproduction'-values of O and 0 I. 
Hence an increase of the 'expproduction'-value of O by am leads to a corresponding 
increase in the ~expproduction'-value of 6 by only am/2. [] 

In [10], we introduced the notions of objectivity versus subjectivity in the context 
of database interoperation. We here elaborate on this subject in the context of 
methods. In our terminology, effects as the one above are due to the subjectivity 
of the property that  the local method is defined upon. A database modelling as- 
sertion, such as a property value, is called objective if[ its validity is independent 
of the implicit assumptions made within the context of a particular database; 
otherwise it is called subjective. 

4.2 O b j e c t i v i t y  o f  p r o p e r t y  va lues  

We say that  a property value v associated with a property p of a local object O 
is objective iff either: 

1. O is not involved in an equivalence relationship with a remote object OI; or 
2. O is involved in an equivalence relationship with a remote object 0 I, but no 

property equivalence assertion for p has been defined; or 
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3. If O is involved in an equivalence relationship with a remote object O', and 
a property equivalence assertion has been defined for p, we must distinguish 
between the following subcases according to the type of decision function 
involved: 
(a) Conflict ignoring function 

This represents the situation where the decision function does not deal 
with possible value conflicts. That is, non-deterministically any of the 
values is chosen (denoted in the example by the any function). In this 
case, v is objective. Thus, Concession.price and Field .value hold ob- 
jective values in our example specification. 

(b) Conflict avoiding function 
Here one of the equivalent properties is chosen as the most reliable source 
of values for the integrated property (the function trust in our specifica- 
tion), v is objective i f / i t  is a trusted property value. Thus, Field.estsize 
values are objective in our example specification, but Concession.estsize 
values are not. 

(c) Conflict settling ]unction 
The conflict is settled by picking one of the values using a certain decision 
procedure. Examples of such functions are max and rain. v is objective 
if[ it meets the criteria of the decision function. 

We will also use a stronger notion of objectivity for property values. A value 
v of a property p is called strictly objective iff condition 1,2, or 3b above hold. 
A strictly objective value will remain objective after an update, as discussed in 
Section 4.4. 

4.3 Object ivi ty  of  class extens ions  

A class C is said to have objective extension iff the global extension of C is iden- 
tical to the local extension, i.e. /30' : Sim(O', C). Note that  in this definition, 
objectivity of local class extensions may be affected by the addition or deletion 
of remote objects. Hence we also define a stronger notion of extension objectiv- 
ity. A class C has strictly objective extension iff no object comparison rules are 
defined on C. 

Objectivity of class extensions affects the objectivity of class methods as 
shown in the next subsection. 

4.4 O b j e c t i v i t y  o f  m e t h o d s  

An objective method is a method that  has the same effect globally as it has 
locally. As shown in the previous example, objectivity of a method is related to 
the objectivity of the properties it operates on. However, in the case of update 
methods, additional factors play a role. Updates may establish and/or  break 
object relationships, thus effecting the global view beyond their specification. 

Example Consider the conformed object update method 

object update method for Well 
ChangeLocation(in newx, newy : real)= 

self except (location.x= newx, 
location.y= newy) 

Suppose this method is executed against an object O :Well with parameters nz, ny. 
Assume that initially there does not exist an object O':ProdWell such that Eq(O, 0'). 
Suppose however, that there does exist a conformed remote object O' :ProdWell where 
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O'.location.x= nz, and O'.location.y= ny. Hence after execution of ChangeLocation, 
Eq(O, O') holds. Thus, in the global view, O and O' are now represented by a single 
global object (3. Now consider the property value O'.cost=c'. The global value of O.cost 
is now suddenly avg(c,d), where c --- O.cost. Hence as a side effect of this update, at 
the global view the ~cost' property may change as well, although this is not specified 
by the method body. Therefore the method is subjective. [] 

The crux of this example is that  for update methods to be objective~ the state 
before and a~er the application of the method must be objective. This is the 
motivation for the introduction of  strict objectivity of property values. Strict 
objectivity of class extensions is motivated by a similar effect for class update  
methods: the creation of new objects or the deletion of old ones may not be 
effectuated in the global view. 

E~ample Consider the class update method 

class update  m e t h o d  for ProdWell 
CloseWell(in wellname : string)= 

self minus 
Collect x for x in self  
iif x.name= wellname 

Calling this method with parameter "North123" intends to remove a well called 
"North123" from class ProdWell. However, suppose that this particular well is repre- 
sented both in class Well as an object O (where O.type='production') and in ProdWell 
as an object O'. Hence at the global level it is represented by an object 6 of both 
class Well and ProdWell. Upon deletion of O' from ProdWell, () is not deleted from 
ProdWell, since 0 is now similar to ProdWell, as specified by the object comparison 
rules. [] 

These examples motivate the following definition. Let PM be the set of proper- 
ties addressed by a method M. Furthermore, let PCo be the set of properties 
involved in comparison rules on O. Objectivity of M is defined as follows: 

- An object retrieval method M on an object O is called objective i f /each O.p, 
where p E PM, has objective value. 

- An object update method M on an object O is called objective iff each O.p, 
where p E PM, has strictly objective value, and M. does not update  any of 
the properties in PCo.  

- A class retrieval method M on a class C is called objective if/each O.p, where 
O E C and p E PM, has objective value, and C has objective extension. 

- A class update method M on a class C is called objective iff 
�9 M is of se l f  u n i o n  or s e l f  m i n u s  type and C has strictly objective 

extension. 
�9 M is of se l f  e x c e p t  type and each O.p, where 0 E C and p E PM, has 

strictly objective value, and M does not update  any of the properties in 
PCo,  and C has objective extension. 

5 Global  Appl icat ion  of  Local M e t h o d s  

Equipped with the notions of objectivity and subjectivity of local methods, we 
now turn to the derivation of method specifications on the global view from a 
given set of conformed local method specifications. 
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5.1 Objec t ive  m e t h o d s  

Objective methods have global effects as specified by their conformed specifica- 
tion; hence they can be seen as methods on the global view. 

Example Consider the local method 

object  update  m e t h o d  for Field 
SizeEstUpd(in am: real): 

self except estsize--estsize + am 

As the decision function defined for 'estsize' is $rus~(DB1), this is an objective object 
method for any O :Field. Hence this method specification can be reused at the global 
level; when executed locally, the state of the global view changes exactly as described 
by this specification. [] 

5.2 Subject ive  m e t h o d s  

By definition, a subjective method specification M cannot directly be reused at 
the global level. We distinguish between update and retrieval methods here. 

Subjec t ive  re t r ieval  m e t h o d s  Any conformed subjective retrieval method M 
can be implemented at the global level through what is known as materialisa- 
tion. To implement a subjective local retrieval method M, the global state of PM 
is materialised as specified by the object comparison rules and property equiva- 
lences, and then M is evaluated against this materialised state. Two assumptions 
are implicit here: 

1. The state of component databases can be accessed entirely. Note that strictly 
speaking, this assumption is not in accordance with the strict reuse approach, 
as it is assumed that a component database can be accessed through its 
predefined methods only. This may be relaxed to what we might call extended 
reuse, where it is assumed that the state of any local object can be accessed 
through implicit get-value operations for each of its attributes. 

2. The functionality specified by M can be implemented at the global level. 
Hence fully-fledged method evaluation must be available at the global level. 

Thus, if these conditions are satisfied, any subjective retrieval method M is 
applicable at the global level. Otherwise, M may be effectuated at the global 
level by distribution over the components, which is the standard approach for 
dealing with subjective update methods, as discussed in the next subsection. 

Subjec t ive  u p d a t e  m e t h o d s  To implement a subjective local update method 
M at the global level, two conditions must be satisfied: 

1. The behaviour defined by M must be distributable over the decision functions 
defined for PM. 

2. Equivalent behaviour M ~ must be available at other components. 

As to the first condition, whether a given method M is distributable depends on 
whether its specification distributes over the decision functions defined on PM. 
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Example Consider the subjective (retrieval) method 

object retrieval method for Owner 
AvgValue(out real)= 

avg fields over value 

The decision functions union and avg defined for 'fields' and 'value', respectively, pre- 
vent this method from being calculated in a distributed manner. [] 

Although a proof tool for deciding upon the distributivity of a given method over 
the decision functions defined on its properties might be achievable due to the 
formal semantics of TM, we here assume that a designer specifies distributivity 
properties of subjective method specifications when designing the integrated 
view. 

In any case, methods involving updates on properties that occur in object 
comparison rules cannot be distributed, due to the side-effects described in the 
previous section. 

As to the second condition, the question whether equivalent behaviour M'  ex- 
ists in a component database is related to the level of autonomy of component 
databases w.r.t, behaviour definition. In a re-engineering context, we could sim- 
ply define such a method M'  on the remote database. This simple solution 
obviously violates the autonomy of the remote database. The reuse approach to 
behaviour integration, however, requires that M' is implementable in terms of 
the existing remote methods. 

Behaviour equivalences That is, we need to find behaviour equivalences of the 
form M' - e such that e is an expression that can be evaluated at the method 
interface offered by the  conformed component database. The type of behaviour 
equivalence expressions allowed depends on the type of reuse approach, as dis- 
tinguished above. 

- Strict reuse would allow only method calls to occur in such expressions, with 
possibly complex parameter specifications. Hence no additional processing 
beyond that defined by the remote methods is allowed. 

- Since in the extended reuse approach we may access the entire remote object 
state, lhs-type property references and method calls are allowed to occur in 
such expressions. 

Determining behaviour equivalences should in principle be automatable through 
matching of conformed local and remote method specifications. A more prag- 
matic approach would be to have users suggest behaviour equivalences, which 
can then be checked for validity. Due to space limitations, we present a brief 
example only. 

Example A simple behaviour equivalence that may be specified is 
Field.Depreciate(p) ---- Concession.Depreciate(PoundsToDollars(value*p)) 

Moreover, the (subjective) Depreciate-meth0d is distributable over the decision func- 
tion any. Together this makes Depreciate a globally applicable method. 

When distributing subjective class methods, we have to take object comparison 
conditions into account. Consider for example the local method 

class update method for ProdWell 
AddCosts(in p: real, n: integer)= 

replace (x except cost=cost*p) 
for x in self 
iff x.nrholes > n 
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This is a subjective method due to the subjectivity of the class extension. This method 
is distributable over the decision functions avg and any defined on 'cost' and 'nrholes', 
respectively. Suppose now that we have a component objec~ update method 

ob jec t  u p d a t e  m e t h o d  for Well 
AddCosts(in p: real)= 

se l f  excep t  cost--cost*p 

Then we have the behaviour equivalence 

ProdWell.AddCosts(p,n) -- replace  x.AddCosts(p) 
for x in Well 
iff x.nrholes>n and  x.type = 'production' 

Note the addition of the object comparison condition, and the use of Well. AddCosts 
as a subroutine of ProdWell.AddCosts. Note furthermore that this expression is not 
allowed under the strict reuse approach, as it requires the retrieval of local state. [] 

6 From Globally Applicable Methods to Global Methods 

Typically, globally applicable methods derived from different component  
databases  are not independent from a global perspective. In part icular,  such 
methods may  have been designed as a response to the same or ( temporal ly)  re- 
lated events. Hence we need to coordinate the global execution of such methods.  
Tempora l  and logical coordination of activities performed in different systems is 
a subject of workflow management research; this is not discussed here. The case 
where global methods  define reactions on the same events is of special interest 
with respect to our discussion so far, however. Global methods related in this 
way are called concurrent here. They should be combined into a single global 
method.  

Example Consider the objective methods 

ob jec t  u p d a t e  m e t h o d  for ProdWell 
Star tUP0= 

sel f  excep t  currproduction ---- 0 

ob jec t  u p d a t e  m e t h o d  for Well 
S tar tUP0= 

self  excep t  lifetime ----- 0 

These methods have been designed in response to the same event, viz. the startup of 
a (production) well. Both are applicable at the integrated level. From a global point 
of view, they should be executed jointly whenever this is possible. That is, objects 
appearing in both ProdWell and Well should have a single StartUp method, specifying 
both startup actions. [] 

Note the difference between equivalent and concurrent behaviour.  Equivalent 
behaviour,  introduced in the previous section, occurs when identical actions are 
defined. Concurrent  behaviour is defined in response to identical events, but the 
actual  actions taken may  be different. 

Simply merging the execution of both  concurrent methods is not the only way to 
combine such methods into a single one. An impor tant  alternative is the principle 
of overriding. Given methods M1 and M2 responding to the same event, we say 
that  M2 overrides M1 if MI  is defined to be applicable only if M2 is not. 
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Fig. 3. Overview of global behaviour specification 

Example Consider the methods 

object retrieval method for Well 
Expensive(out boolean)= 

cost/lifetime > EPSILON 

object retr ieval  m e t h o d  for ProdWell 
Expensive(out boolean)= 

currproduction*OILPRICE < cost 

Assume these subjective methods are both globally applicable using materialisation. 
Here the second definition of Expensive should override the first one. That is, objects 
appearing in both ProdWoll and Well should have a single Expensive method: the one 
defined in ProdWell. [] 

Although in principle we might allow any combination of concurrent global meth- 
ods into a single one, these two cases are the most relevant ones. 

Note that whereas distributive properties and behaviour equivalences can 
in principle be determined from the conformed method specifications, behaviour 
concurrences must be user-specified. Thus, to integrate globally applicable meth- 
ods into global methods, we need behaviour concurrency assertions of the form 
behconc(M, M', [MERGEIOVERRIDE]), specifying that M'  should either over- 
ride or be merged with M at the global level, provided that both are globally 
applicable. 

7 Discussion 

Figure 3 gives an overview of behaviour specification in database interoperation 
as it has been discussed in this paper. 

We have shown how conformation of local method specifications accounts for 
the reconciliation of representation differences between the sites in the specifica- 
tion of locally implemented behaviour. This allows the comparison of methods 
implemented at different sites. Subsequently we introduced the notions of ob- 
jectivity and subjectivity of local methods. Only objective methods have direct 
global applicability; subjective local methods have global applicability only if 
equivalent behaviour exists or can be introduced at other sites, and the be- 
haviour is distributable. We have shown that there is a relationship between 
subjectivity of properties and subjectivity of methods. Finally, we noted that 
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methods, although different in specification, may have been designed as a re- 
sponse to the same logical event. We illustrated two principle ways of dealing 
with such concurrent methods. 

We may conclude that  the specification of behaviour in the context of 
database interoperability is an engineering activity, that  can be clearly struc- 
tured and supported by tools following the principles discussed in this paper. 
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